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THE WEIGHTED ESTIMATES FOR THE MAXIMAL
COMMUTATOR OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL
OPERATOR AND COMMUTATOR OF FRACTIONAL
INTEGRAL OPERATOR ON SPACES OF
HOMOGENEOUS TYPE
ABSTRACT
The triple (X , d, µ) is said to be a space of homogeneous type, if
X is a set endowed with a quasi-metric d and a positive Borel regular
measure µ. Moreover, µ satisfies the following doubling condition:










where B(x, r) = {y ∈ X : d(x, y) < r} is the ball centered at x and
having radius r.
This dissertation is devoted to the study of the behaviours of
two kinds of commutators. A weighted Lp estimate for the maximal
commutator of singular integral operator is obtained. It is also given
a weighted weak type norm inequality for commutator of fractional
integral operator, then there is the application of this estimate. It














The first chapter deals with Lp(X )-boundedness with general weights
for the maximal operator associated with the commutator generated
by singular integral operator and BMO function on spaces of homo-
geneous type.
The second chapter is concerning with an endpoint estimate with
general weights for the operator associated with the commutator gen-
erated by fractional integral operator and BMO function on spaces of
homogeneous type. As an application, a two-weight, weak type norm
inequality for this commutator is established.
Keywords. spaces of homogeneous type, singular integral, frac-
tional integral operator, maximal operator, commutator, BMO func-
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